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Signature Annual Awards announces 2015 winners

National deaf charity Signature announced the winners of its annual awards which recognise and celebrate the achievements of volunteers, businesses and
individuals whose efforts help deaf people to be part of their local community
Winners were announced at a prestigious
ceremony held at Manchester’s Museum of
Science and Industry and hosted by BBC
Breakfast presenter Naga Munchetty.
The categories and winners were:
• Inspirational Young Person Award Zanna Messenger-Jones, Cumbria
Zanna is a member of the NDCS
Young People’s Advisory Board and has
campaigned tirelessly against changes to the
Disabled Students Allowance.
•
Outstanding Service Award - Paul
Pemberton, Essex
Firefighter Paul learnt sign language and
created subtitled fire safety videos is BSL to
make the fire service and fire safety more
accessible for deaf people.
• Entrepreneur Award - Vanessa Addison,
Bournemouth
Successfully established and manages a
property company which builds affordable,
environmentally-friendly homes with a £3
million annual turnover.
•
Community Spirit Award - Harry
Wooldridge, Norwich
Formed and manages The Bluebird Deaf
Water Ski Club in 1965.
• Community Impact Award - Leicestershire
Police and the Police Link Officers for Deaf

The Signature Awards are now in their seventh year and serve to highlight the excellence and commitment to improving deaf communications in the UK

people (PLOD)
PLOD members, which include police
officers and staff from across Leicestershire,
have received training in deaf awareness
and British Sign Language (BSL) and work
with the deaf and hard of hearing people in
the community to determine the best way
they can offer help, support and guidance
and make the police service more accessible
for deaf people.
• Outstanding Contribution Award - Jenny
Sealey MBE, London
Artistic director and chief executive of the
UK’s foremost disabled-led theatre company,
the Graeae Theatre since 1997, and credited
with taking it from a small independent
theatre company to an award-winning theatre
company of world-renown. Jenny also co-

Number of people affected by
hearing loss rises to 11 million

UK charity calls for more action to tackle hearing loss following results of
new report

There are now 11 million people (one in six)
in the UK living with hearing loss according to
a new report from the national charity Action
on Hearing Loss (formerly RNID), with the
number increasing to one in five people (15.6
million) by 2035, due to an ageing population.
At the same time, hearing loss is the only
area that has seen a decrease in medical
research funding during the last decade. The
charity is urgently calling on the government
to stop hearing aid cuts and protect and
safeguard the provision of hearing aid
services which offer a lifeline to many.

The new report, Hearing Matters,
comprehensively details the scale and
impact of deafness, tinnitus and hearing
loss, demonstrating to NHS commissioners
and employers the prevalence and need to
tackle it as a major public health condition, in
order for them to plan to meet the needs of
the increasing number of people with hearing
loss so that they are not denied the same
rights and opportunities as everyone else.
Paul Breckell, Action on Hearing Loss
Chief Executive said.
Continued on page 4

directed the Paralympic opening ceremony
in 2012.
• Community Group/Project Award - Life &
Deaf, London
Life & Deaf is a project that aims to help
young deaf people explore their identities and
develop communication skills and emotional
literacy through poetry and the arts.
Signature’s chief operating officer Lindsay
Foster said, “On behalf of everyone at
Signature, I would like to congratulate all
of those shortlisted and the winners of this
year’s awards.
“They clearly demonstrate the excellence
and the commitment to improving deaf
communications that the awards aim to

recognise. The awards are now in their
seventh year and still we are amazed by the
numbers and calibre of entries we receive.
“Every individual and organisation on the
shortlist should be very, very proud of their
achievements and the brilliant work they do.
They are all an absolute inspiration.
“The winners in each category have
done amazingly well and really deserved to
win. We hope that they continue with their
excellent work and enjoy lots more future
success.”
For further information
about the ceremony visit
ww.signatureannualawards.org.uk/
ceremony.php

Deaf people helped conman to
scam government out of £800k
A group of profoundly deaf fraudsters helped a conman scam the
government out of hundreds of thousands of pounds by claiming to be
working for his bogus companies, a court heard
Shahab Reza netted £800,000 intended
to help some of the country’s most isolated
people into fulfilling jobs through his complex
fraud.

duties, and the cash is reimbursed to their
employer. They also have the right to claim
expenses an interpreter or support worker
has.

The 53-year-old from Perivale, who is
completely deaf, even drew his wife and
doctor son into the con to profit from the
Department of Work and Pension’s Access
to Work scheme.

Reza, along with his wife Shehnaz, 53,
and son Dr Abbas Reza, 27, set up false
companies and ‘staffed’ it with a team of deaf
employees. Staff then submitted hundreds
of invoices for translation and interpreter
services that had never been provided,
totalling thousands of pounds.

Under the scheme, disabled people have
the right to claim money to pay for interpreters
or support workers to help them perform their

Continued on page 2
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THE NEWS : IN BRIEF
New CEO takes over at The Elizabeth Foundation

Julie Hughes has been involved with the organisation for 21 years and has been has been
a member of the education team, leading it as director of children and family services since
2011. She replaces Dr Sue Campbell, the former CEO, who stepped down to spend more
time with her young family.

Search, save and raise money for Hearing Link with Savoo

Supporters can raise vital funds for Hearing Link by choosing to search and save with
online search engine Savoo. It allows users to search online or use its voucher codes and
deals to save money; all while raising money for Hearing Link which provides information
and support for people with hearing loss, their families and friends.

Honeywell launches free guide to effective earplug selection and user safety
The Fix-A-Fit guide is a free 12-page training resource that will help anyone responsible
for safeguarding workers’ hearing against noise-induced hearing loss. Including properly
selecting, fitting and using industrial earplugs.

Stagetext appoints new Chief Executive

Melanie Sharpe joins as Stagetext prepares to embark on its next phase of reaching out to
new audiences and developing its presence across a range of art-forms. Throughout her
career Melanie has been immersed in the arts and knows the sector well, bringing a wealth
of experience in organisational development.

Next Generation Text wins disability award

BT’s Next Generation Text (NGT), a technology service for hearing or speech impaired
people, has taken the top spot in the ‘Products & Services – Business to Consumer’
category at the Business Disability Forum’s Disability-smart Awards in London.

NDCS calls for deaf young people to join Young People’s Advisory Board

National Deaf Children’s Society is calling on deaf young people across the UK to join
their award-winning Young People’s Advisory Board (YAB) to help break down the barriers
that deaf children and young people face and ensure deaf kids have a strong voice in all
matters that affect their lives, both at a local and national level.

Puretone introduce Autel BetaFlex

A new range of bone conduction spectacle arms; BetaFlex Extend are now available
to order from Puretone. BetaFlex Extend boasts greater comfort and a higher sound
performance from hearing aid spectacles.

Northern Ireland deaf bowlers shine at International Belfast event

The 7th International Deaf Lawn Bowls Championships saw the Northern Ireland contingent
picking up its first ever gold medals. The ten day bowling festival involved top deaf bowlers
from all over the world.

£5k award for Nottinghamshire’s Ear Foundation Family House renovation

Workers, fund-raisers and families who benefit from the work of the Ear Foundation are
celebrating following the news that the organisation has been awarded a £5,000 funding
boost from OneFamily.

Stagetext celebrates 15 years with launch of Captioning Awareness Week

From 9 to 15 November, Captioning Awareness Week celebrated the immense achievement
of captioning over the past fifteen years, in opening up arts and culture to deaf, deafened
and hard of hearing audiences.
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National service launched to
support the disabled into work
Employment specialists Kennedy Scott and Central YMCA have combined
the best of their talents to work in strategic partnership to deliver the
Government’s pan disability Specialist Employability Support Contract
The Specialist Employability Support
(SES) programme will ensure 375 disabled
people across the country receive workrelated support annually. It is expected to
help 123 disabled people into jobs over the
course of an initial two year contract.
This initiative will support the governments’
bold ambition to ensure more disabled
people can benefit from the UK’s growing
economy and jobs market. Recent statistics
revealed a year-on-year increase of 141,000
disabled people in work – the equivalent of
nearly 400 more for every day of the year, as
the government has committed to halving the
disability employment gap.
KS@YMCA will utilise its innovative Circle
of Support model which provides targeted
help to unemployed disabled adults with very
severe barriers to getting into employment.
The Circle of Support will be tailored to

each customer and include all the right
people to help the customer to achieve their
goals. This could include family and friends,
health professionals, housing advisors or
other support services. This will provide a
sustainable support network and a shared
vision to help the customer to progress.
Teresa Scott, CEO of Kennedy Scott said,
“Our shared ethos is that disabilities do not
and should not define people, rather their
life chances should be determined by their
talents, their abilities and hard work. With
our combined infrastructure, experience and
capacity, I am confident that KS@YMCA can
make a real impact in this vital task through
our innovative Circle of Support model”.
Lady Andree Deane-Barron, Managing
Director of YMCA Training said, “We have the
real opportunity to impact onto people’s lives
in a positive way”.

Deaf people helped conman to scam government out of £800k
Continued from page 1

Reza, has admitted orchestrating the fraud.
His wife and son also admitted their part. The
family blew the cash on jewellery, holidays
and investments, including their plush family
home, while their ‘employees’ were given a
monthly sum of £400 out of their claims.
Now seven of their former ‘employees’ face
trial for their roles. They each face a single
charge of fraud by false representation.
Rosina Cottage, prosecuting, said,
“Shehnaz Reza and their son Abbas Reza
pleaded guilty to conspiracy to defraud the
Department of Work and Pensions’ Access
to Work Scheme. There was a fraud against
the DWP, there’s no dispute about that, there
was a big fraud.
“Access to Work is delivered by Job Centre
Plus providing work-related support to those
with disabilities – it pays for sign language
interpreters to enable the person to access
their work environment or assist them to
perform tasks with which they have difficulty.”

form sent by a dishonest employee.
“The Rezas would be paid thousands of
pounds, and would pay their employees £400
to keep their mouth shut and their eyes alert.”
The DWP eventually hired a forensic
accountant to investigate the Reza family,
who concluded that all of their companies
were not viable in real life and were merely
a vehicle to receive money from the access
to work scheme and launder it through these
various companies.
The seven defendants admit filling out the
forms, but claim they did not really know what
they were signing. Some said they believed
they were signing for interpreter services that
may or may not have been provided at some
point in the future.
Others claimed their English was too
poor to understand the forms, and were just
following Reza’s instructions.

The prosecutor said every time a claim form
was sent stating a deaf person had received
a support worker, the claim was false.

Despite having no practical role, they were
given titles like ‘accounts and operations
manager’, ‘marketing and sales managers’
or ‘web editor’.

Reza met the defendants either on training
courses at the UCanDoIt college designed to
help people with disabilities into work, or at
his local mosque.

Ms Cottage said, “As you will see, they had
no real roles, it’s just gobbledegook – but the
same declaration is signed again and again
and again.”

Ms Cottage said, “Without them he couldn’t
have made the hundreds of thousands of
pounds that he did, they were an important
part of the fraud. He got them to pretend
they were employed by his company or
by his wife’s company so they would forge
invoiced for them, and these invoices would
be submitted along with a dishonest claim

Defendants Vanessa Lopez, 37, Rolana
Molevicuite, 42, Ahsan Naseer, 30, Diana
Ioannou, 38, Khima Thapa, 33, Elita Kivite,
28, and Syed Rizvi, 27 all deny conspiracy
to defraud.
The trial at Southwark Crown Court
continues.
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CCTV shows arsonist set fire to deaf family’s
home while high on cocaine

A drug-fuelled arsonist has been caught on camera as he launched a shocking petrol attack on the house of a deaf
family while they slept in bed
Michael Douglas was seen on the family's
CCTV cameras as he poured a gallon of
petrol on the driveway before his accomplice
set the fuel alight.

The footage shows the two men pulling up
to the house in a silver Ford Focus before
pouring a can of fuel in front of the lounge
window sill and garage doors.

Douglas was paid to carry out the attack,
which took place in Allerton, Bradford, at 5am
on May 26 and has now been jailed for more
than five years.

The second man then sets the petrol alight
and they both flee the scene. A neighbour
immediately dialled 999 and the family were
roused, but the fire had died down naturally.

The 26-year-old, who is profoundly deaf
himself, was drunk and had been taking
cannabis and cocaine at the time of the attack,
Bradford Crown Court heard yesterday.

After being arrested, Douglas named his
accomplice and the man who paid him to
carry out the attack. He told officers he was
offered £1,600 to “light the house”.

Prosecutor Giles Grant said Douglas, who
lives in Thornbury, Bradford, pleaded guilty to
arson being reckless as to whether life was
endangered, reports the Bradford Telegraph
& Argus.

Douglas also said he had been asked to
kidnap the mother and burn the front door
of the property and a car but he had refused
because he knew there were children in the
house and that the family members were
deaf.

He also admitted to three offences of
stealing car registrations plates and using a
vehicle without insurance or a driving licence.
Arsonist Michael Douglas has been jailed
for more than five years so setting fire to a
house whilst the deaf family who lived there
were asleep

Mr Grant told the court, “The fire was preplanned for a criminal purpose, akin to a hit.
It was done for payment. This is a cynical,
deliberate, targeted offence for money.”
Douglas' barrister, Mohammed Rafiq, said,
“He isn't all bad. When he was asked to do
more damage, there was a red line that he

wasn't prepared to cross.”
Judge Hatton sentenced to him for jail for
five years and three months. He said, “This
was a planned event. Not something that
arose on the spur of the moment.
“You knew there were people, including
children, in the property, and you knew that
the occupants were deaf.”
“It was not your purpose, intention or desire
to cause injury to any person but you were
utterly reckless as to whether that would
occur. You knew there was a risk and you
were prepared to take it.”
A spokesman for the Crown Prosecution
Service added, “The defendant has fully
admitted arson, saying that he poured petrol
over the house with the intention of setting it
on fire, and that he was asked to do this by
another male who also paid him to carry out
the attack.
“It takes little imagination to understand
that the outcome could have been far worse,
especially as the family involved were deaf
and it would have been difficult to alert them
if the fire had spread.”

Prince Harry joins
injured veterans on
Walk of Britain
Prince Harry joined injured veterans
from Walking with the Wounded as
they took part in the Walk of Britain

The Prince, who is Patron of the expedition,
walked with the ex-military personnel for a
17-mile stretch as part of their 1000 mile, 72
day expedition throughout mainland UK.
The Walk of Britain involves six wounded
ex-servicemen and women walking from
Scotland to London. Several of the core team
members suffer from hearing loss or tinnitus.
Royal Welsh officer Stewart Hill suffered
a traumatic brain injury in July 2009 whilst
commanding B Company, 2 MERCIAN
in Afghanistan which has led to memory
problems, chronic fatigue, severe tinnitus
and hearing damage.
A suicide bomb attack whilst on an
operation in Helmand left Alec Robotham,
40 Commando, Royal Marines, with severe
shrapnel wounds to his right leg, hearing
damage and a metal plate was inserted in his
left foot.
United States Marine Corps door-gunner
Kirstie Ennis endured severe facial and oral
trauma when her helicopter crashed in 2012.
This resulted in a traumatic brain injury and
led to major reconstruction surgery. She also
damaged her spine, shoulder, left foot and
suffered hearing loss.
For more information, visit www.
walkingwiththewounded.org.uk

Deaf and looking for information
or help about Tax or Tax Credits?
Royal Association for Deaf people have launched an innovative new tax service
with HMRC to make tax information and advice accessible to Deaf people.
The Royal Association for Deaf
people (RAD) is delighted to
announce a brand new innovative
service that will help to make tax
information and advice more
accessible to Deaf people
The new service means that Deaf
people will have never before levels
of access to HMRC information
and support. The service has
been piloted with a small number
of Deaf people and the feedback
has shown how beneficial the new
service is proving to be. One of the
new customers explains how she
used the service to receive advice
on Self Assessment via our Video
Interpreting Service:
“Using Skype and RAD
webcam to relay the
conversation I had
with the tax office
- it was great!
After a long

discussion, I mentioned that I would • Book a FREE webcam
book again in August to help me
appointment in British Sign
filling the form; knowing the forms
Language with RAD’s Tax
will go smoothly without problems.
Advisor to solve problems with
I would recommend to my friends
Tax or Tax Credit
the use of RAD Tax Advice webcam. • Contact HMRC directly via a
Thank you so much for setting up
British Sign Language/ English
and I hope many more Deaf BSL
interpreter using RAD’s Video
Users will use the link.”
Interpreting Service. RAD’s
Similarly, Laura Eadsforth, RAD’s
Video Interpreting Service
tax advisor commented;
gives easy, instant access to
registered, qualified interpreters
“The response from the Deaf
via a PC or tablet.
community has been
overwhelmingly positive. One
client even said how useful it was
to ‘speak’ to me after work, from
a pub – as a hearing person could.
It felt like equality!”
Visitors to
www.royaldeaftax.org.uk can:
• Find information in British Sign
Language (BSL) about tax
credits, PAYE, child benefit and
self-assessment

HMRC is working with RAD to make vital tax
information accessible to Deaf people

Dr Jan Sheldon, Chief Executive
for RAD said, “We work with
Deaf people to make as many
mainstream services as possible
accessible to Deaf people. The
website we have developed with
HMRC has been enormously
beneficial. For the first time ever,
Deaf people have access to
information about tax in their first
language”.

For more information visit www.royaldeaftax.org.uk
or email taxadvice@royaldeaf.org.uk
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The new tax advice website from RAD and HMRC allows Deaf people to
communicate in BSL with a RAD tax adviser by webcam and directly with
HMRC via video interpreting service www.royaldeaftax.org.uk
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Deaf paedophile jailed following sting by vigilante group

A paedophile who tried to meet a 13-year-old girl for sex has been jailed after he was caught out by a vigilante group
Kenneth Walker, who is profoundly deaf,
took a morning-after pill and a teddy bear
with him to meet “Roxy” who he met online.
He also carried a blanket, a bottle of
vodka, two cans of cider, baby wipes and
condoms. The 37-year-old travelled more
than 150 miles from his home in Nottingham
to Newcastle in April to the meeting.
But he did not realise he had fallen for a
sting by paedophile hunters Dark Justice,
who posed as the teenager online. Walker
was arrested by police after he got off a bus.
Jonathan Devlin, prosecuting, said, “He
was effectively trapped by two witnesses
who posed as a 13-year-old girl on the
internet and engaged in conversation with
the defendant.
“At all times it is the prosecution case that
the defendant was fully aware of the age
of person with whom he thought he was
communicating.”
Walker made contact with “Roxy” on an
online chatlog, and she quickly told him she
was “13, almost 14”. Conversation moved to
the Whatsapp messenger service and within
six minutes he turned the conversation to

sex. He sent her photos including one of him
performing a sex act, the court heard. Walker
arranged a meeting and travelled to Tyneside
on April 17, where he was arrested.
He told police “provided she consented to sex,
he thought that was all right”, Mr Devlin said.
Jeff Taylor, defending, said Walker, who
needed a sign language interpreter for the
hearing, was not a “predatory paedophile”
and had gone online to meet adult women.
He also said Walker had suffered a sad
life, with his mother and siblings dying in a
fire when he was seven, and his father had a
fatal heart attack when the boy was 10.
He has been in custody since arrest
and has been isolated in prison due to his
profound deafness, Mr Taylor said, adding, “I
think it it fair to say he is deeply remorseful.”
Walker, of Colesbourne Road, Clifton,
Nottingham, previously admitted attempting
to meet a child after sexual grooming.
Recorder Jamie Hill QC was not persuaded
to suspend the jail sentence. The judge said
the offence “spreads alarm and disgust in all
right-thinking people”.

Walker took a teddybear and the morning-after
pill with him when he went to meet ‘Roxy’

He added, “It is said on your behalf you
are not a predatory paedophile. You have no
previous convictions but when the opportunity
was put in your way, you very rapidly seized it
and set to act upon it.”
He was jailed for three-and-a-half years
and put on the Sex Offenders’ Register
indefinitely. Walker became the sixth man to
be jailed after being caught out by the Dark
Justice group.
Outside court a spokesperson from the
group said, “We are very pleased with the
sentence. It just goes to show what we
are doing is working and it is time people
started taking us seriously. We are not going
anywhere.”

Man accused of calling deaf service 4,000 times - to masturbate
A video-calling service for the deaf is suing a Brooklyn (US) man for abusing the company’s software, the New
York Post reports. David Marcano allegedly made 4,646 calls using the Florida-based service, ZVRS, solely for the
purpose of masturbating in front of its employees
The service works when via video chat,
a deaf person calls one of ZVRS’s signlanguage interpreters, who then acts as an
operator, placing a call to a third party and
translating on the deaf person’s behalf.
But Marcano, 51, isn’t deaf, and his calls

don’t need any translating, the company says
in Brooklyn federal court papers.
Marcano has made 4,646 calls to
ZVRS since 1 Jan “for the sole purpose of
masturbating in view of ZVRS’s employees,”
the business said.

Looking for a bigger pond?
Visit www.hearingtimes.co.uk/jobs & training
for daily updated job listings

“In every call made through ZVRS’s
software platform, Marcano appears on the
video call for the purpose of exposing his
genitals or masturbating to ZVRS’s female
staff,” according to the suit which seeks
unspecified damages.
As soon as ZVRS cancels Marcano’s
account, he uses false information to create
a new one, they gripe. He’s called from eight
different numbers, and contacted them as
recently as Sept. 21, the company charges.
He has signed up for new ZVRS accounts
under the names “Davey Mareno,” “Davey
Mar,” “Dave Maccan,” “Dave Mard” and
“Dave Macan,” among others.
The calls have cost the company
productivity and business and left ZVRS’s
employees with emotional distress, the firm
claims.
ZVRS also is seeking an injunction against
Marcano to stop his hands-on use of their
service, accusing him of fraud and breach of
contract because he signed up for software
he doesn’t need.
Marcano didn’t respond to messages sent
to each of the 24 e-mail addresses ZVRS
says he used to create the fake accounts.
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Number of people affected by
hearing loss rises to 11 million
Continued from page 1

“With massive unmet need, we need NHS
commissioners to ensure that services are
in place to support the increasing number
of people with hearing loss, with research
showing that people with hearing loss are
more likely develop dementia and depression.
The government needs to intervene now to
stop the shocking cuts to hearing aids, which
has happened in North Staffordshire already,
which runs contrary to NHS clinical evidence
as they keep people in work and avoid them
being socially isolated.
“More investment is needed into
researching cures for hearing loss and
tinnitus, as less than 1% of UK medical
research funding is spent on this major health
issue – and it is the only area that has seen
a decrease in funding over the last decade.
“With proper investment, treatments for
hearing loss and tinnitus could be available
by 2020, and we believe we can find a cure
within a generation.”
Hearing Matters report, supported by
Boots Hearingcare, was officially launched
by Action on Hearing Loss at a reception at
the Houses of Parliament on 4 November
with a presentation to MPs and Members
of the House of Lords highlighting the
challenges faced by people with hearing
loss, with Minister of State for Community
and Social Care, Alastair Burt MP making a
keynote speech
To read ‘Hearing Matters – why urgent
action is needed on deafness, tinnitus
and hearing loss across the UK’ visit
www.actiononhearingloss.org.uk/
hearingmatters
Key report findings:
· Less than 1% of medical research
funding is spent on hearing loss – which
is the equivalent of just £1.11 for every
person affected, in comparison; £11.35
was spent on sight loss for every person
affected and £19.79 on research into
cardiovascular conditions.
· On average, people often take 10
years to seek help for their hearing loss,
with evidence suggesting GPs fail to refer
45% of people reporting hearing problems
for any intervention - which research
shows can lead to communication
difficulties and isolation.
· Hearing loss doubles the risk of
developing depression and can lead to
anxiety and other mental health conditions.
· People with mild hearing loss face
double the risk of developing dementia,
with moderate hearing loss leading to
three times the risk and severe hearing
loss five times the risk of developing
dementia.
· In 2013 the UK economy lost more
than £24.8 billion in potential output
because people with hearing loss were
unable to work.
· If low employment rates for people
with hearing loss are not addressed, by
2031 the UK economy will lose £38.6
billion a year.
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Harrow Council becomes second London borough
to sign up to BSL Charter
The charter ensures Deaf people across Harrow are given better access to council services
The charter was signed by the leader of
the council Councillor David Perry, Mayor of
Harrow, Councillor Krishna Suresh, and Dr
Terry Riley OBE, Chairman of British Deaf
Association (BDA) on 15 October 2015 at
the Civic Centre. The signing was witnessed
by council representatives of the different
services and from the borough’s community
groups.
The authority already has a strong
partnership with the Deaf community and

Deaf people face many barriers when
trying to access information or services
either through lack of awareness or
language barriers. Harrow Council will
now look to further improve and make
services more accessible to the Deaf
community by implementing the BDA’s
five pledges:
• Ensure access to information and
services
• Promote learning and teaching of
BSL
• Support Deaf children and families
• Ensuring staff can community
effectively in BSL
• Consult with local Deaf community
regularly

has recently worked with Harrow United
Deaf Club to introduce British Sign Language
videos on the council’s website signposting
where they can access services.
The charter was created by the British Deaf
Association with the aim of improving life for
Deaf people by removing direct and indirect
discrimination. It also aims to empower Deaf
people as well as increasing awareness
of British Sign Language (BSL) and Deaf
issues.
Councillor David Perry, Leader of Harrow
Council said, “I am proud that Harrow has
signed the British Sign Language Charter,
particularly on the 125th anniversary of the
British Deaf Association. It demonstrates
our commitment to ensure our services are
accessible to everyone in our communities
across the borough.
“Deaf people can face challenges when
accessing council services and I firmly hope
that by signing this pledge we can remove any
barriers Deaf people face when accessing
services. This comes as a result of our
strong partnership with Harrow United Deaf
Club. By working together we have made
a number of changes across the council to
improve our services, which includes the
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Dad gets cochlear implant tattoo
to support his deaf daughter
A dad who got a tattoo in support of
his deaf daughter has seen an image
of the pair go viral
Alistair Campbell from New Zealand
shaved off his hair and got a tattoo of a
cochlear implant above his left ear on the
day his six-year-old daughter, Charlotte, was
due to undergo surgery to have her second
hearing device fitted.

introduction of British Sign Language videos
on our website.”
Dr Terry Riley OBE, Chairman of British
Deaf Association (BDA) said, “The charter
is designed to empower local Deaf Groups
to work in partnership with service providers
and Deaf people and we commend them
for doing this. We are really looking forward
to working closely with Harrow Council to
help improve access and rights for Deaf
people who use BSL and encourage more
consultation with the Deaf community living
in the borough.”
Asif Iqbal MBE, President of Harrow United
Deaf Club (HUDC) and BDA Trustee said, “At
Harrow Deaf Awareness Day 2013, one of
the pledges that that Council made was to
sign up to BSL Charter, and today that pledge
becomes reality. HUDC are looking forward
to helping the council to implement the BSL
charter.”

The electronic device stimulates the nerves
of the inner ear to give a sense of sound to
those who are hard of hearing.
Charlotte had one implant fitted aged four
and to ensure she did not feel like the odd
one out, her father decide to get the tattoo as
a testament to his daughter's
The doting father said he was going to
let his hair grow back but would shave it off
again if Charlotte wanted to see the tattoo.

2015

Audiologist
of the YeAr
Showing great dedication, care and knowledge towards
their patients. Audiologist of the year is a great
opportunity for you to say ‘thank you’ to your audiologist.
Read all about this years UK winner at
www.audiologistoftheyear.co.uk
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Lost deaf Indian girl home after Ghanian school for the deaf in crisis
13 years missing in Pakistan

The Mampong Senior High Technical School, Ghana’s only secondary school
for the deaf, is apparently in distress due to neglect by the state to resource it to
function efficiently

A deaf Indian girl stranded in Pakistan for 13 years after wandering over one of
the world’s most militarised borders arrived home on Monday to be reunited
with the family she has identified from photographs

Reports from a local newspaper state that
the situation at the school has become dire
to the extent that the institution is unable to
sometimes feed its students.

The story of Geeta, a Hindu woman in her
early 20s, has captivated people on both
sides of the border at a time of heightened
tension between the nuclear-armed rivals.

Geeta was about 11 when she crossed
from India into Pakistan. Exactly how is not
clear but Geeta mimes an explosion and
shows how she ducked and ran before being
caught by armed men.
At first, she was kept at a children’s home
in the city of Lahore, where she was given
the Muslim name Fatima.
She would point at maps of India, especially
to an area in the south of Jharkhand State
until she was able to finally communicate she
was from India, not Pakistan.
Early on Monday, Geeta left the charity
bound for the airport in the city of Karachi for
a flight to New Delhi.
Wearing a traditional red outfit with her
head covered by a loose scarf, she smiled,
waved to television cameras, and joined her
hands in a traditional Indian greeting before
climbing into a van to the airport.
“Geeta stayed with us for 13 years. Now
it’s time for her to go home,” said Faisal Edhi,
son of the founder of the Edhi Foundation
that looked after the girl

Reuters

“A daughter returns home. Geeta arrives
in New Delhi accompanied by members of
Edhi Foundation,” Indian foreign ministry
spokesman Vikas Swarup said on Twitter,
referring to the Pakistani charity group that
has looked after her.

Sometimes, the school, through the Parent
Teacher Association (PTA), has had to raise
foodstuff from the community to feed the
students.

Geeta, as she arrives in New Delhi, India, after
13 years away from her family

She was headed to meet a family from
India’s Bihar state whom she says she
recognised from photos sent by the Indian
High Commission in Pakistan.
Edhi said investigations will be done to
be certain the family is actually hers. “If the
DNA doesn’t match, the Indian authorities
will continue the search for her family.” Edhi
thanked India and Pakistan for their role in
Geeta’s repatriation.
Hostilities have kept apart many families
since majority-Hindu India and Muslim
Pakistan became separate countries in 1947.
Geeta’s story attracted much attention
following a film with a similar plot that was
released this year.
In the movie “Bajrangi Bhaijaan”, actor
Salman Khan plays an Indian man who finds
a mute Pakistani girl and tries to reunite her
with her family.
The scriptwriters were unaware of Geeta’s
story but the movie led to a surge in interest
in her.

Interestingly, authorities of the school are
tight-lipped on the plight of the school for fear
of victimisation.
Reverend Grace Asa-Awuku, a former
PTA chairperson of the school, who is not
enthused about the situation and the plight
of the students of the school, is calling for
public support for the school to function as
expected.
She is concerned that the only senior high
school for hearing impaired children in the
country has been left to suffer unduly, thereby
jeopardising the future of thousands of these
special students.
She explained that because the school is
a non-fee-paying institution, it relies solely on
funding from the government, which is often
not regular, forcing the school to buy food on
credit to feed the students.
This situation, she said, still exists, and for
which she was dedicating her time to create
awareness of the neglect of the school and to
garner support for the school.
Again, she noted that many of the students
who graduate from the school are not able
to continue their education into institutions of
higher learning due to lack of opportunities
and facilities in many of such institutions in
the country for them.

The school is the only one for HoH children in
the whole country

Another sad situation, she said, is that
during external examinations, these special
students are marked on the same scale as
their other counterparts.
She explained, for example, that a deaf
person who wants to write “I am going to
the hospital” will write “I hospital go” instead
because that is the direct interpretation of
their signage.
Other information gathered by this paper
indicate that since its establishment, the
school’s administration block has been
operating from a rented premise with limited
or no infrastructure for extension, expansion
and resourcing for senior high school level
education for the deaf and hard-of-hearing
individuals.
The classroom block is about two
kilometres away from the dormitory; thus the
students have to walk from their dormitory to
the classroom block daily, crossing the main
Mampong–Aburi highway several times a
day.
The students, therefore, run the high risk of
being knocked down by speeding vehicles,
which has already happened several times.

Dedicated Austrian audiologist scoops top international award

A hardworking hearing care professional from Austria has been presented with a leading industry award, after beating off stiff competition from audiologists
across Europe

The coveted title of European Audiologist
of the Year 2015 has been awarded to Herdis
Menhardt, who works at HöR-AKUSTiK
DöBLiNG, and comes just weeks after Herdis
was announced as the Austrian Audiologist
of the Year.
Herdis was nominated for the prestigious
competition by one of her patients, Susanne,
who submitted her hearing story as testament
to the superb treatment Herdis provided her
hearing impaired son, and the impact this
had on her family’s lives.
Now in its eighth year, the Audiologist
of the Year competition – which is run in
partnership between the leading hearing
aid battery manufacturer, Rayovac, (a
division of Spectrum Brands Inc), Audio
Infos Magazine and the European Hearing
Instrument
Manufacturer’s
Association
(EHIMA) – celebrates the exceptional work

of hearing care professionals across Europe.
An independent judging panel of 17 industry
professionals worked throughout the summer
to whittle down the anonymous entries and
find a worthy winner.
Each nominee is scored on the dedication,
commitment, knowledge and levels of care
demonstrated in their patient’s entry, with
judges scoring entries from the UK, Ireland,
Austria, France, Germany, Spain, Sweden,
Netherlands, Denmark and Switzerland.
A winner is selected from each of the
participating countries in September, with
one of these going on to become European
champion.
Herdis was unveiled as the European
Audiologist of the Year during Rayovac’s
annual Evening of Excellence, held during
the EUHA congress in Nuremberg, Germany..

Herdis said, “I’m really thrilled that Susanne
nominated me for Audiologist of the Year,
it’s been a pleasure to support her and her
family through her son’s hearing difficulties
and I’m delighted he is doing so well. Being
an audiologist means I get to meet so many
wonderful people every day and it really is a
joy to see them thriving, winning this award is
just the icing on the cake!”
In her nomination for Herdis, Suzanne
described how her audiologist had supported
her family after her baby son was born with a
hearing situation. The life-changing effect that
Herdis has had on the lives of Suzanne and
her family, along with Herdis’ commitment to
the hearing community outside of her every
day job, led the judges to select her as this
year’s worthy winner.
Paula Brinson-Pyke, Marketing Director at
Rayovac, said, “The Audiologist of the Year

competition is the perfect way for patients
to give something back to their hearing care
professional, and thank them for their care
and support.
“Reading Suzanne’s hearing story was
incredibly heart-warming, Herdis is a very
worthy winner.”

In the running for
European title were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the

AOTY

Michael Bjerregaard, Denmark
Nicholas Derumaux, France
Maryem Wolff, Germany
Enda Dooley, Ireland
Henny Holwerda, Netherlands
Jose Maria López Vilches, Spain
Ingo Pälchen, Switzerland
Sarah Baumann, UK
Anna Kennryd, Sweden
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With the 12th Annual British Academy of Audiology Conference only a few weeks away, here
is a little something to whet your appetite and convince you that this year’s conference on
Thursday 26th and Friday 27th November 2015 in Harrogate is an event not to be missed!
Venue

The British Academy of Audiology’s 12th Annual Conference is being held in the picturesque
North Yorkshire spa town of Harrogate on the 26th and 27th November 2015. Interestingly,
Harrogate is consistently voted as one of the best places to live in the UK and in 2013 it was
declared to be the third most romantic destination in the world, beating rivals including Paris,
Rome and Vienna. It is also the home of Bettys Tea Rooms, which is regionally renowned for
afternoon teas of patisseries, fancies and cakes served with Yorkshire Tea.
Transport connections are good with both a bus and railway station in the town centre, only a
10 minute walk from the conference venue. The nearest airport is Leeds Bradford International
Airport, 10 miles (16 km) to the south-west, to which there are bus connections. Manchester
Airport is also accessible by rail via Leeds railway station.
The venue for the conference is the Harrogate International Centre (HIC). It has an impressive
2000 seat auditorium and many break out spaces, which will accommodate the different
streams of the BAA Conference. In 2014, an on-site 107-bedroom Premier Inn was opened,
which along with the existing adjoining Holiday Inn, brings the number of bedrooms with direct
access to HIC Yorkshire, up to 320, so finding somewhere to stay close to the conference
venue should be an easy task. The HIC has its own 210 space dedicated underground car
park and further parking is also available nearby.
Our conference HQ hotel will be The Majestic, a 4 star Victorian hotel located in the heart of
Harrogate, only a 5 minute walk from the HIC. The hotel is set in 12 acres of gardens and
is only 1 mile from Harrogate railway station. It will be the venue for our Gala Dinner on the
evening of the 26th November, hosted in the impressive ballroom and main dining room which
combines into one space.

Conference Programme

After looking closely at feedback from last year’s conference, our aim this year is to ensure
the programme has a strong clinical focus, whilst still presenting innovative projects and case
studies from both acclaimed international experts and local clinicians. This year’s focus and
theme is ‘INNOVATE – INTEGRATE - INITIATE’ which will hopefully provide inspiration for
new and innovative ways of working that can be integrated and initiated on your return to your
clinic on Monday morning.
The key areas that will be addressed in 2015 are Implantable Technologies, Auditory
Processing Disorders, Ageing and Cognition, Tinnitus, Adult Rehabilitation, Professional
Development, Medical Audiology, Education, Supervision and Preceptorship, Paediatrics,
Vestibular Disorders, Diagnostic Audiology and Counselling.

We will also build on the success of last year’s manufacturers’ track within the programme
that gives everyone the opportunity to hear directly from the manufacturers and gain practical
skills and knowledge.

Awards

We always take the time to celebrate the achievements of our colleagues across the UK and,
as always, the BAA will be presenting awards to those individuals who have been recognised
for their achievements. The awards this year will be presented at the end of Day 1 of the
conference before the Gala Dinner in the main auditorium.

Gala Dinner

The Gala Dinner is always a popular part of the BAA conference and last year tickets sold out
well in advance of the event, leaving some very disappointed audiology professionals. This
year the event promises to be spectacular with a theme befitting the beautiful venue of the
Majestic Hotel. It will be a Black Tie Masquerade Ball in a Winter Wonderland setting. It takes
place on Thursday evening of the conference and you can purchase your ticket alongside
your conference place. You are encouraged to bring creative and inventive masks with a prize
for the best mask as chosen by the BAA Board.
So, there is a brief taster of what to expect at BAA 2015. We hope to see many of you there
and do pop along to the BAA stand in the exhibition hall to say hello and give us your feedback.

To find out more about the conference and to
book your place, visit the website at
www.baaudiology.org/conference

British Academy of Audiology
12th Annual Conference

Innovate/Integrate/Initiate

Every year, the BAA pride themselves in bringing together dynamic, inspirational speakers
who are both clinicians and experts in their fields to present at the UK’s biggest Audiology
conference and this year is no different.
The conference will open with Dr Shelly Chadha from the World Health Organisation in
Switzerland, presenting the WHO perspective on global innovations in the prevention and
treatment of hearing loss. We will also be joined by a panel of UK professionals sharing their
experiences of innovations in UK Audiology and we are delighted to welcome Professor Sue
Hill, Chief Scientific Officer for England to this panel. The Bamford Lecture this year will be
delivered by Dr Susan Scollie from Canada and will have a paediatric theme and we are
delighted to welcome Professor Michael Halmagyi, Neurologist from Australia, who will share
his experience in modern vestibular testing with us. Many of our keynote speakers will also
work with UK clinicians in the workshops to give delegates an idea of how their work may be
applied in UK clinics.
The BAA conference would not be the same without the presence of Dr Doug Beck and we are
delighted to welcome Doug again this year. He will be sharing his thoughts and ideas with us
in the field of Adult Rehabilitation and remember to get to his sessions early if you want a seat!

26TH & 27TH NOVEMBER 2015

Harrogate International Centre
On 26th - 27th November 2015 over 500 audiologists, assistants, students and
exhibitors will make the journey to the beautiful town of Harrogate for the UK’s
biggest audiology conference.
Highlights to include:

Following the success of previous years, we will again have a dedicated student element to
the conference on Friday 27th November 2015. In addition, we will once again be offering the
dedicated Assistant and Associate Audiologists track again this year with a theme of ‘Tinnitus
and Rehabilitation’ and we encourage managers to allow your assistant and associate
audiologists to attend. This track will be held on Thursday 26th November.

• Celebrated speakers to include: Professor Michael Halmalgyi (Vestibular Science), Dr Shelly Chadha
(WHO), Professor Anne Schilder (UK EvidENT) and Dr Sue Scollie (Paediatrics)
• Free paper and poster submission
• Annual awards programme acknowledging individuals and teams who have excelled in the audiology
profession
• Dedicated tracks for students and assistant audiologists
• Social programme including Winter Wonderland Black Tie Masquerade Ball
• The largest UK Audiology exhibition

Exhibition

Key sessions will be provided on pharmacological innovations in the prevention and treatment of hearing
loss, issues in ageing and cognition, tinnitus management in children and much more.

As always, the BAA Annual conference also plays host to the largest audiology exhibition in
the UK and we are always thankful to our key sponsors and exhibitors who enable us to bring
this conference to you at an affordable price. Please take the time during the conference to
speak to the exhibitors, expand your knowledge of the products available, provide feedback
and generate discussions.

View the full programme online www.baaudiology.org/conference
British Academy of Audiology

@BAAudiology | #BAAConf
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Scotland’s Conservatoire launches
new degree for deaf performers

The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland in Glasgow will admit the first students
to a new degree course tailor-made for deaf performers at the start of its new
session on September 28
The eight students, seven of them Scots
and another from Eastern Europe, will begin
a BA Performance in British Sign Language
and English, which has been five years in
development with specialist theatre company
Solar Bear and is the only one of its kind in
the UK.
Speaking at the launch of the new season
at the Conservatoire, Deputy Principal
Maggie Kinloch said that the course would fill
a need for access to training for deaf theatremakers and actors for the screen and live
theatre to perform and create shows, and
had been developed in consultation with the
BBC, agents and casting directors, as well
as Solar Bear and the National Theatre of
Scotland. “There has been a very positive
response from the profession and I think over
the next three intakes we will see many more
applicants and opportunities for graduates.”
The new course has attracted an additional
£250,000 of new money from the Scottish
Funding Council and the 2015 class will be
followed by another of a minimum of eight
students in three years, when they have

completed their degrees. Professor Kinloch
said that the Conservatoire, which boasts of
its record in students finding employment,
wanted to be sure that the sector could
provide work for those studying on the new
course. Playwrights and directors will be
invited to work with the hearing-impaired
students as an opportunity to learn about
writing for and working with them.

A deaf dancer from Africa makes a new life in New York
Growing up in the small country of Burkina Faso in West Africa, Houzaifa
Konditamdé could not hear. But that did not stop him from dancing
Mr. Konditamdé became deaf at age 6.
When he was 12, he began copying breakdancing moves that he saw on American
television shows. When he was 16, a friend,
Daouda Derra, taught him traditional African
dancing, and Mr. Konditamdé took to it right
away.
“I felt it in my soul,” he said recently,
communicating in sign language.

The traditional African drum has a
skin made of cowhide and makes
The course, which will be run by returning a sound so powerful that it seems
Conservatoire graduate Claire Lamont, will to penetrate even deafness.
include public performances in years two and
three, and a touring show, co-produced by
the RCS and Solar Bear, in the final year. In
Europe, only Sweden and Moscow currently
have conservatoire courses designed for
deaf performers.

The new season sees the launch of a new
£5 ticket scheme for under 26s in partnership
with student accommodation provider Liberty
Living, with the cheap tickets available to any
young person for every RCS show.
For more information visit www.rcs.ac.uk

Winter 2015

Last year, Mr. Konditamdé, 22, left Burkina
Faso and moved to the Bronx. Soon, his
friend Mr. Derra, who is also deaf and had
earlier immigrated to New York, invited him
to a barbecue organized by the House of
Justice Deaf Club, which meets regularly
at the Harlem office of the National Action
Network, the organization founded by the
Rev. Al Sharpton.
A photographer, Arthur Nazaryan, snapped
pictures of Mr. Konditamdé as he danced
at the barbecue. Afterward, Mr. Nazaryan
decided to focus closely on Mr. Konditamdé’s

Houzaifa Konditamdé dances to the vibrations
he feels through his bare feet

life, photographing the young man over
the next year as he felt his way into a new
existence in New York City: hanging out
with friends in a bodega near his home,
traveling around the city by bus and subway,
and dancing — at a Deaf Club banquet,
on a stage in a Harlem restaurant and at a
Halloween party in the East Village.
Mr. Konditamdé is happiest, he said, when
he is dancing accompanied by a traditional
African drum that has a skin made of cowhide
and makes a sound so powerful that it seems
to penetrate even deafness.
“I feel the bass, the vibrations,” he said. “It
goes all the way up my legs, all the way into
my body.”

New photography group for deaf
people launched in NI

The Southern Health and Social Care Trust in partnership with Arts Care
has set up a new photography group for deaf people living in the Newry and
Mourne Area
Set up in partnership with Artscare, the
photography group aims to offer people with
hearing loss to develop an interest, while
reducing social isolation and promoting
positive mental health and wellbeing.
Pat McAteer, Specialist Services Manager
for the Trust explained, “Having a hearing
impairment can be a huge barrier for people,
making it much more difficult to do things
that many of us would take for granted, like
pursuing an education, working or even just
enjoying leisure activities.
“Our Community Access Service aims to
help people with hearing loss to avail of a
wide range of activities to fulfil their interests
or ambitions, whether they be in terms of
training, their career or socially,” he added.
Paul Davison is an aspiring photographer
who has joined the photography group. “I
love photography and I was keen to learn
more about it but I wasn’t sure where I could
go to learn or how I would be supported,” he
said.
“This photography group has given me
great support and an opportunity to develop
my skills.”
Gwen Stevenson, Arts Care, artist in
residence for the Trust and photography
class tutor added, “I have been working as

Members and organisers of the new
Photography Group for Deaf people in the
Newry and Mourne area Hugh McCartan,
Angela Mallon, Paul Davidson, John Leneghan
and Sandra McCartan with Eilish Kilgallon
Community Access Officer and Gwen
Stevenson Arts Care Artist in Residence.

an artist in residence with the Trust for a few
years and I have worked with people with a
range of disabilities but this is the first time I
have had the opportunity to work exclusively
with deaf people in a group setting and I am
overwhelmed by their skill and enthusiasm.”
The Community Access Service is working
with a wide range of clients from across
Armagh, Dungannon, Craigavon, Banbridge
and Newry and Mourne, to help them
overcome their hearing difficulties to access
activities and services.
For more information contact Eilish
Kilgallon, Community Access Officer for
Deaf People – Email: eilish.kilgallon@
southerntrust.hscni.net
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Immersive audio installation by Sense at MK Gallery
‘No such thing as empty space’ a sound project by Matt Lewis and Sense,
the national deafblind charity took place at MK Gallery in Milton Keynes

Matt Lewis said, “We wanted to ask the
question - How can we perceive sound
without using our hearing?
“Our immersive sound project creatively
explores the extremes, deficits and vagaries
of auditory and haptic perception. The
intention was not merely to recreate aspects
of the deafblind experience, but to shed light
on the intricacies of human perception in
general.”
Audience members were able to try out

Internationally renowned British
dance company to work with Sense
Celebrated choreographer Wayne McGregor CBE and his company are
partnering with national deafblind charity Sense to explore the infinite
possibilities of dance as a means of expression for people with sensory
impairments

Sound artist Matt Lewis collaborated
for six months with people with sensory
impairments to create an immersive audio
installation. As part of the project, over
eighty people from around the country took
part in creative sessions involving music
making, improvisation, field recordings and
composing.
Field recordings drawn from airports and
stations to cathedrals and swimming pools
as well as experimental music produced by
the participants during the project were used
for the installation.
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The project explored the extremes, deficits and
vagaries of auditory and haptic perception

ambisonic systems, sub bass vests and
syntonic speakers as part of the installation.
The project was supported using public funding
from Arts Council England and also involved
the input of audiologists, sound designers,
musicians and neuropsychologists.
Simon Wright, Curator of Public
Programmes at MK Gallery said, “We were
delighted to host Matt Lewis and Sense’s
immersive audio installation, and to be
able to provide our visitors with this unique
opportunity to consider and experience
various aspects of sensory perception.”

Tell us your news and we’ll tell everyone!

Email the HT team now at editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Starting with a week-long workshop in
September, company dancers worked
together with people with sight and hearing
impairments and their support workers at
TouchBase South East, Sense’s day centre
in Barnet, to focus on movement and dance
practice.
Jasmine Wilson, Director of Creative
Learning at Wayne McGregor | Random
Dance, said, “Wayne McGregor | Random
Dance are delighted to be entering into a
partnership with Sense. Working with multisensory impaired participants will be a new
experience for us and one that I am sure will
inform our creative practice in many exciting
ways.”
Participants will experiment with the use of
visual, acoustic and kinaesthetic imagery in
dance - using touch, objects, music, sound
and the surrounding environment to discover
their physical and creative potential. Dancers
will explore the unconscious perception of
movement – also known as proprioception
- and how this might be experienced
by individuals with a range of sensory
impairments.

Wayne McGregor | Random Dance

Hearing Times

Participants used touch, objects, music, sound
and the surrounding environment to create

Kara Jarrold, Head of Arts and Wellbeing
at Sense, said, “We are thrilled to be
working with Wayne McGregor | Random
Dance. Movement and dance offer a unique
opportunity for creative expression for people
with dual-sensory loss. Our collaboration will
provide a useful insight into the company’s
creative methods, resulting in a new set
of tools and exercises that can enhance
personal and physical development outside
these sessions.”
The project is part of Sense’s Arts &
Wellbeing programme, which supports
deafblind people at all stages of their
involvement in the arts and cultural sector.

The British Society of Audiology

Annual Conference
25 – 27 April 2016
Ricoh Arena, Coventry

Transforming Knowledge
to Sound Practice
More information available:

www.thebsa.org.uk
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New partnership formed to
support research into cutting edge
cochlear implant technology
UK charity Action on Hearing Loss (formerly RNID) has teamed-up with
Advanced Bionics, a global leader in developing cutting-edge cochlear
implant technology which can allow deaf people to hear, to jointly fund a PhD
studentship at University College London (UCL)
Cochlear implants directly stimulate the
auditory nerve allowing people with severeto-profound hearing loss who are not
benefiting from hearing aids to hear speech.
Over 11,000 people in the UK use cochlear
implants, but the quality of hearing can vary
between individuals - particularly when there
is a lot of background noise.
Dr Debi Vickers, Principle Investigator at
UCL Ear Institute said, “The current one-size
fits all approach to programming cochlear
implants could be part of the reason why
benefit varies between people using implants.
“Our new project aims to determine whether
individualized settings will improve the ability
of people using implants to understand
speech in difficult listening situations, such
as when speech is presented at a quiet level
and in the presence of noise.
“If a clearer approach to fitting implants
can be found, it will lead to improved NHS

guidelines for cochlear implant services in
the UK.”
Patrick Boyle, Senior Director of Global
Research at Advanced Bionics said, “We
are delighted to be working in partnership
with the UK’s only charity that is dedicated to
funding research into hearing loss to support
the training of a PhD student in an area of
research, which will further improve the
quality of life for people who are deaf.”
Dr Ralph Holme Action on Hearing Loss’
Head of Biomedical Research said, “It’s
fantastic to be working with Advanced Bionics,
investing in the next generation of scientists
able to develop ever better cochlear implant
technology helping deaf people around the
world to live the life they choose.”
Action on Hearing Loss runs the world’s
largest donor-supported hearing research
programme, dedicated to funding research
into better treatments and cures for hearing
loss and tinnitus.
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Headphones support deaf children’s charity
The National Deaf Children’s Charity, who help deaf children and their families
thrive by providing impartial practical and emotional support, is to receive
pledges from a specialist manufacturer of Hearing Loss products
For three months amplicomms, the
specialist
manufacturer
of
Assistive
Technology products, announced their
support for the NDCS, by pledging £3 from
the sale of every HS100 LR Headphones
purchased during this promotional period.
Designed for people with hearing loss
the HS100 LR will help those who normally
struggle to hear the television, or sounds from
other sources. The HS100 has an output up
to 106dB with separate volume controls for
the right and left sides.
Music and sound can be enjoyed with
individual precision and perfect Stereo
balance by people with monaural or uneven
binaural hearing loss.
Commenting on the partnership, Matthew
Coleman, NDCS Corporate Partnerships
Executive said, “We are very grateful to
Amplicomms for choosing to support NDCS
in improving the lives of deaf children and
young people across the UK.
“Every penny raised through sales of the
HS100 LR Headphones will help us deliver
a range of services for families, including
weekends for families whose child has just
been diagnosed as deaf. These weekends

are a lifeline for many parents, providing them
with emotional support and much-needed
information about their child’s deafness.”
Ran Meyrav, amplicomms European Sales
Director commented, “We are proud to be a
supporter of the NDCS Charity. We believe
the support they offer to families of deaf
children has a profoundly positive impact.
We hope this will be a success at raising
funds for a much needed service“
The charity currently loan out amplicomms
equipment, allowing families to experience
a products benefits before making the
commitment to buy.
The HS100 LR headset is available at
£29.99 from actiononhearingloss.org.uk
Tel: 03330 144 525

Cochlear implant patient says thanks to audiologist who made
her recovery an “adventure”, by nominating her for top award
A dedicated hearing professional and her patient have both been rewarded after scooping a top audiology prize

Sarah Baumann, who works at the
University of Southampton, has won the
coveted title of UK Audiologist of the Year
2015, thanks to a heartfelt competition entry
written by her patient, Sarah Smith.
The competition, which is run in partnership
between the world’s leading hearing aid
battery manufacturer, Rayovac (a division
of Spectrum Brands (UK) Ltd.), international
hearing publication Audio Infos and the
European Hearing Instrument Manufacturer’s
Association (EHIMA), invites patients who
have received exceptional care to nominate
their audiologist for the prestigious award –
the biggest of its kind in the world.
It is these ‘hearing stories’ which are
judged by a panel of independent industry
professionals to determine the winner. The
entries are judged based on the level of
care and dedication demonstrated by the
audiologist towards their patient.
Sarah Smith’s entry described how her
audiologist has been by her side throughout
her hearing journey as she was fitted with
a cochlear implant – a surgically implanted
electronic device which replaces the function
of the damaged inner ear to enable the wearer
to hear sounds again. Sarah’s dedication to
her patient’s recovery and her consistent
support led the judges to announce her the
UK winner.

In her nomination, Sarah said: “I first met
my audiologist on December 15th 2014 as
my implant was activated. Since then she
and my rehabilitation specialist have been a
huge support over eight appointments and
additional workshops. I was so pleased that
she considered me as a partner rather than a
passive recipient in the process of re-learning
to hear. She has made the rehabilitation
process an adventure rather than a daunting
task.
“Each audiology appointment takes an
hour and a half, or sometimes even longer, as
my audiologist checks my hearing, including
my residual hearing in my ear which doesn’t
have an implant, tests how my understanding
of speech is progressing, listens to my
feedback on what I can and can’t hear in daily
life and adjusts my treatment accordingly.
My husband has been warmly welcomed
at these appointments and his feedback is
used to help the increasingly fine tuning of
my processor.
“I was very nervous before my first tuning
appointment; what, if anything, would I hear?
Would I hear words by Christmas? The
surgeon hadn’t been able to promise anything
when I had asked. After my audiologist had
checked the electrodes were working, I could
hear something – thank goodness. She
explained what she was doing and I could
hear; it sounded like a badly tuned radio in

a distant room. Two days later when I was
tuned again the sounds became louder and
more distinct, and although still lip reading at
Christmas, I could join in a little more which
was wonderful.
“She made my first [audio] maps purely
based on increasing volume. As I have
progressed she has made them to reflect my
lifestyle.
“She has even been on a walk with me to
check on outside sounds which has been
most helpful. She is always on hand via email
to discuss progress.
“Before my operation I knew that having an
implant was not a magic cure and would not
restore my original hearing. My expectation
was that I would be able to converse with
the family, my hope was that I would use the
phone again and my aspiration was that I
would be able to sing once more.
“When we started I could hear and
interpret virtually nothing without looking
at the speaker and now I can score 98% in
repeating test sentences without looking, use
a landline phone and am gaining confidence
with a mobile, and beginning work to improve
my understanding of music again. All this in
six months! Thank you so much.”
Sarah was announced as the UK’s

Audiologist of the
Year
during
the
summer,
after
a
panel of independent
judges were moved
by
her
patient’s
emotional
entry.
Both
Sarah
and
her patient were
rewarded, as the
winning audiologist’s Sarah Bauman, UK
nominating
patient Audiologist of the Year
takes home a cash prize of £250 and a
bundle of gifts worth £200.
Paula Brinson-Pyke, Marketing Director at
Rayovac, said: “The Audiologist of the Year
competition is the perfect way for hearing
care patients to say thank you to their
audiologist. Each year we read hundreds
of stories from patients across Europe who
have experienced exceptional care – it’s
really heartwarming to hear the lengths that
audiologists will go to in order to make sure
their patient gets the very best treatment.”
Entries to next year’s competition will
open in the New Year.
For regular updates on Audiologist of
the Year, visit www.audiologistoftheyear.
co.uk, follow Rayovac on Twitter at www.
twitter.com/HearwithRayovac or like us
on Facebook at www.facebook.com/
HearingwithRayovac.
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Charity calls for urgent action to improve access to
hearing technologies for older adults

Losing the ability to communicate through hearing loss is one of the least recognised public health issues of our time,
storing up a crisis for our health service. This is the warning from The Ear Foundation’s chief executive Sue Archbold
on the launch of the charity’s Bending the Spend Report in London on October 13
National hearing charity The Ear Foundation
has called for immediate improvements in
treating adults aged over 65 with hearing
loss for millions of our older citizens to avoid
dementia, depression and reduce the risk of
life threatening falls.
The research shows that money for making
these improvements could be found from
the extensive savings achieved by people
depending less on health services and
having their hearing loss properly addressed.
Sue Archbold said, “Hearing is one of the
most acute unmet needs in terms of the
health of older people today as people face
a greater risk from health problems and the
social isolation of deafness.
“Many older adults who have hearing aids
that are no longer effective are unaware they
could be considered for the more advanced
technology of a cochlear implant. In fact,
just 5% of those who could benefit from a
cochlear implant are fitted with one. “
Research by The Ear Foundation into the
benefits of cochlear implantation shows that
over £92 million a year has already been

saved in reduced use of GP’s and social
work services.

1. The National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) to review its current
guidance on cochlear implantation so that a
wider group of adults can benefit;
2.
Better education in the benefits of
cochlear implantation for audiologists and
GPs to ensure that all those who could
benefit can do;
3.
Commissioners to take into account
the long-term savings of being fitted with this
technology and ensure that as savings are
realised they can be invested in extending
the service.

Minister for Disabled
People backs Hearing
Loop Awareness Week
The Minister for Disabled People lent
his support to the national campaign,
Hearing Loop Awareness Week (2-8
November), organised by the UKwide charity Hearing Link

Justin Tomlinson MP says it’s vital that
more shops and buildings across the UK are
equipped with hearing loops which provide a
communication lifeline for the country’s two
million hearing aid users.

“Over the period of the research (1992
- 2009) this represents an overall saving
to the public purse of £1.56 billion - more
than enough to fund expenditure on hearing
services in the NHS for the next three years
going forward,” said Archbold.
As a matter of urgency, The Ear Foundation
is calling for;
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Sue Archbold with Brian Lamb and Ciaran
O’Neill, report authors

Archbold stated action is needed now,
“We’re not asking the Government to
spend more money, but to reconsider how
the money is spent - ‘bending the spend’
away from dealing with the consequences
of hearing impairment to addressing the
problem at source.
For more information visit
www.earfoundation.org.uk
Alternatively, you can download a copy of
the Bending the Spend report on The Ear
Foundation website www.earfoundation.
org.uk/research/recent/adult-hearing-lossreport7

Hearing loops work by using an electromagnetic signal connected to a hearing aid
which helps to cut out external noise in a
conversation. They are commonly found
in shops, libraries, banks, churches, post
offices, railway stations, airport terminals,
theatres, buses, hotels and meeting rooms.
However, lack of awareness of hearing
loops means that not all are in full working
order, have poor signage or in some cases
are not switched on. During the awareness
week, Hearing Link were joined by more than
300 volunteers as the nation’s biggest ever
survey of hearing loops get underway as part
of Hearing Loop Awareness Week. As well
as checking public buildings and businesses,
they focused on assessing the availability
and quality of hearing loops in pharmacies.
Continued on page 12

Assistive Listening Devices
Allowing you to live your life to the full and enjoy every moment

Do you struggle to hear in certain situations?
Even when wearing your hearing aid?

t

Conversor Pro

This versatile communications
device reduces background
sound and emphasizes the
selected sound
Conversor Pro provides optimal
sound quality in a variety of
environments
t

Conversor TV Pro

A simple to use TV Listener
which works with the
Conversor Pro receiver
The Conversor Pro receiver
can also be used as a personal
listener
Call: +44 (0)870 066 3499
Email: info@conversorproducts.com
Visit: www.conversorproducts.com

Conversor Ltd Lansbury Estate,
102 Lower Guildford Road
Woking, Surrey GU21 2EP, England
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Startup builds futuristic vest that could help deaf people hear

For a month Jonathan Leach has been hearing words through his back. Responding to sounds, a network of tiny
vibrating motors, sewn inside a vest swing into action, function like live-action Braille to tell Leach what’s going on
around him. Now Leach is recruiting other people who, like him, have severe hearing loss to try the technology and
hopefully pave the way for the hearing device of the future
It’s been a year since the VEST — the
Versatile Extra-Sensory Transducer — hit its
funding goal of $40,000 on Kickstarter to pay
for data gathering, hiring people like Leach
and developing the VEST’s algorithm to map
the sounds and make it more functional.
In the time since the VEST secured that
funding, the idea has gone from a Ph.D. project
by Scott Novich to a full-fledged company,
Neosensory Inc., co-founded with Novich’s
adviser, David Eagleman. Neosensory is
working toward commercializing VEST
technology for the deaf and hard-of-hearing
community.
This is how it works: Think of the word
“car.” When that word runs through a
smartphone carrying the software for the
VEST, it’s sent via Bluetooth to a sound-totouch mapping device, which breaks down
the word into sounds and turns those sounds
into vibrations, which are then assigned to
different spots on the vest’s motor map.

Figuring out ways to aestheticize
it will be crucial to making it viable
on a large scale
When the vest senses a sound, it turns
the sound into a sensation that represents
each element of the word. So for “car,” the
“c-” sound triggers one sensation and “-ar”
the other.
Once you’ve learned the words “car,” “bar”
and “star,” context would make it easy to
understand new words like “smart,” even if
it’s the first time you’d felt that word.
Like an ear, the vest also picks up sounds
that aren’t words. You’d “hear” low-flying
airplanes or fire trucks. Novich says you’d
even feel a soft, persistent rumbling in a
room where the air conditioning is turned up
full blast.
Another way to think of it: When you’re fully
versed in using the vest, you aren’t fluent in
a language. You’re fluent in patterns. But it
takes a while to fully pick up.

Leach still can’t use VEST to fully keep up
with a conversation, especially if he doesn’t
have all the context for what people are
saying.
He hasn’t spent months wearing the vest
and learning to master it. But he’s come a
long way since a month ago, when he was
only able to make out “each,” a word he said
has one of the clearest and most distinctive
patterns — and also the first word he learned
after a few days of hour-and-a-half testing
sessions.
“At first, the rumblings felt unintelligible and
scattered as I attempted to guess correctly
which word I was feeling through the vest,”
Leach says.
“After a few minutes, the patterns became
more definite and recognizable. I started
sensing the patterns and began to associate
them with words I was feeling. The sensation
is similar to learning something for the first
time, [like] riding a bicycle, doing a flip midair.”
But there are some important problems to
solve: The vest Eagleman shows off during
his March TED Talk is still bulky. It looks
more akin to outerwear or RoboCop’s body
armor than something you’d comfortably
wear under your clothes. Figuring out ways
to aestheticize it will be crucial to making it
viable on a large scale — which could be
done, given the advancements in liquid
circuitry and wearable technologies.
Even solving the aesthetics issue leaves
a lot of obstacles on the table: What’s the
most effective way to train people to use the
vest? How can you make the vest run all day
without having to stop and charge it? What’s
the best way to manufacture for scale? And
of course, how can you make the algorithm
better?
The vest can also be used to translate
data it receives from the Internet to make
predictions.

Figuring out ways to aestheticize the VEST will
be crucial to making it viable on a large scale

The VEST is meant for regular use. Its
creators intend for it to be worn with the same
frequency and inevitability as a hearing aid.
The next step is to create enough prototype
vests that users can take them home and see
how they fare in their everyday lives.

The changes would mean that anyone
with hearing loss of less than 41 decibels
and those with moderate hearing loss (41 to
55 decibels) would no longer be eligible for
hearing aids on the NHS, unless their hearing
can be shown to affect their everyday life.
This also means that many already with the
aids will not have them replaced when they
wear out. However, the policy change would

Paul Breckell, chief executive of Action on
Hearing Loss, which is campaigning against
the proposals, said, “Hearing loss is a
significant health issue, which, if diagnosed or
unmanaged, can lead to isolation, dementia
and mental health problems.
“Hearing aids are vital in helping people
who rely on them to communicate better, stay
in work and continue to have an active life,
and are the only viable treatment.”

Continued from page 11

All data gathered during the surveys for
Hearing Loop Awareness Week will be
compiled, mapped and published on partner
site www.letsloopnow.com.

Hearing Loop Awareness Week is part of
a wider initiative called ‘Let’s Loop the UK’
established by Hearing Link in 2013, which
runs in partnership with Rotary International.
Let’s Loop projects have already been set
up in communities across the UK including
Mr Tomlinson’s own constituency Swindon
North.

“This is where we expect to see the truly
exciting results roll in, as we think that it will
take week so continuous use to really start to
develop a new sense of things,” Novich says.
“A lot of our focus over the past number
of months has been turned towards the
engineering, but we’re pretty close to having
the next iteration ready for gathering new
data.”
Here’s where it gets really cool: The vest
can also be used to translate data it receives
from the Internet to make predictions, like
what’s going on in the stock markets, the
general mood on social media after a crisis
or what’s happening in Syria — with literally
no delay.
So not only would the vest allow wearers
with hearing loss to follow the conversations
happening around the office in real time, it
would allow them to follow the conversations
happening around the entire planet.
For more information visit
www.eagleman.com/research/sensorysubstitution

Hundreds of people in East Staffordshire with mild to moderate hearing loss may no longer be eligible for free NHS
hearing aids, if new proposals come into force
not impact anyone aged under 18, anyone
with hearing loss since childhood, or with a
learning disability.

Minister for Disabled People backs
Hearing Loop Awareness Week

Justin Tomlinson, Minister for Disabled
People, said hearing loops are vital tool for
communities, “I want to offer my full support
for Hearing Loop Awareness Week. Hearing
loops are a vital tool to ensure communities
reach out to everyone and also have clear
business benefits – they help companies
grow by becoming more accessible to a
greater number of customers.

People in East Staffordshire may lose free hearing aids due to cutbacks
East Staffordshire Clinical Commissioning
Group (CCG) is one of four CCGs looking at
changing the way it commissions services for
hearing aids to save money.

Winter 2015

It was revealed at Staffordshire County
Council’s healthy Staffordshire select
committee yesterday that 15 per cent of
patients with hearing loss would no longer
have access to hearing aids.
Andrew Donald, chief officer at Stafford
and Surrounds CCG, said, “People with mild
to moderate hearing loss will not routinely be
able to access a hearing aid.”
Staffordshire County Council’s scrutiny
committee agreed to organise a workshop
with audiology professionals to explore the
proposals in more detail.

Loop technology is so simple, it isn’t expensive,
and it is found everywhere

A number of events have been planned
nationwide by the charity’s loop projects who
are working in association with businesses
including The National Trust, Barclays,
HSBC, ASDA, Marks & Spencer and
Nationwide.
Lorraine Gailey, Chief Executive of Hearing
Link, added, “Loop technology is so simple, it
isn’t expensive, and it is found everywhere.
However, our volunteers across the UK have
found not all are well maintained and this can
discourage people with hearing loss from
living their life fully.
“Hearing Loop Awareness Week is an
opportunity to turn the spotlight on businesses
and with our loop checkers visiting shops
and public buildings throughout this week to
check on signage, staff awareness and the
quality of the loops; we hope it will provide a
picture of what needs to be done, so we can
bring businesses on-side with us.
For further information about Hearing
Loop Awareness Week or to get involved,
visit www.hearinglink.org/loop-week.

Submit your
product for review
info@hearingtimes.co.uk
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New study shows that singing improves the perceptive
skills of hearing impaired children

A new UCL Institute of Education (IOE) and UCL Ear Institute study, in collaboration with the multi-arts charity
Creative Futures, shows that hearing impaired children benefit from a sustained programme of singing activities
Researchers worked with a group of hearing
impaired and normally hearing children who
were given regular weekly singing lessons
over two school terms. All the children
showed improved auditory perceptions that
have been shown to positively influence
speech and language development and
young children’s reading skills.
The singing exercises were devised to
build the children’s awareness of voice
mechanisms (for instance how the diaphragm
works), to increase their singing range and
their perception of the pitch and noise of the
voice.
It is recognised that early shared music
activities in the home from the age of two
or three have a demonstrable impact on
a child’s vocabulary, numerical ability,
attention, emotional and social skills at ages
four and five. Hearing impaired children are
likely to have significantly fewer words at
the age of two years-old and have restricted
infant-focused communication compared to
normally hearing children.
The evaluation methodology involved
assessing the children’s coordinated
responses to stimulus appropriate to their
age range. Assessments were made at the
start and end of the 20 week classroom-

based singing programme and against a
control group of children of a similar age and
background who were not undertaking the
programme.
As well as showing an improvement in their
singing, all the children showed a significant
improvement in their pitch perception.
Research has shown that poor musical and
speech pitch perception impacts on a child’s
reading ability. From a first session score of
zero, hearing impaired children with cochlea
implants showed an improvement in their
pitch perception over the duration of the
programme.
Professor Graham Welch who led the study
with Dr Debi Vickers, said, “These findings
support the argument that hearing impaired
children’s attention and auditory perception,
as well as vocal behaviour, can be increased
through musical skills and vocal competency.
“A sustained singing experience has the
potential to bring about even greater changes,
especially if introduced sufficiently early in
a child’s life when there are possibilities of
transfer effects due to the brain’s underlying
plasticity.
"Our research provides evidence to
suggest that all children, and particularly

November
is
Men’s
Health
Awareness
Month.
Known
as
Movember, it’s a time when people
worldwide raise awareness of health
issues that affect men, particularly
depression and testicular and prostate
cancers.

All participating children showed improved
auditory perceptions

those with hearing impairments, should have
an extended and rich musical experience in
home, pre-school and school settings."
The children, aged between five and seven
years-old, came from a London primary
school where approximately a fifth have a
hearing impairment.
The hearing impaired children consisted
of those with hearing aids and those with
cochlea implants. Researchers worked with
the children on building a repertoire of simple
songs with actions such as ‘Twinkle, Twinkle,
Little Star’ and ‘Happy Birthday’; a range
of tongue twisters, for example ‘Swedish
wristwatch’, ‘red lorry, yellow lorry’; and
images used for sound such as a dog panting
and blowing a trumpet.

Celebrating the first global Usher Syndrome awareness day
19 September marked the first ever awareness day for the four babies in every 100,000 born with Usher syndrome
Usher Syndrome is a rare genetic or
inherited progressive condition that affects
hearing, vision and balance. It was discovered
by Scottish Ophthalmologist Charles Usher
in 1914. To date there is no cure.
Many of those affected use hearing aids or
cochlear implants to access sound and are
able to communicate with speech. Some use
sign language.
Molly Watt is 20 years old and lives in
Berkshire - she was diagnosed with Usher
Syndrome at 12 years old. She is a charity
worker and is looking to be a self-employed
motivational speaker. She was born hearing
impaired and has been wearing hearings
aids since she was 18 months old.
The onset of blindness and her hearing
impairment has impacted Molly’s life
in profound ways, “I had to quickly find
strategies to get about without hurting myself.
I would often walk into doorframes, and have
bruises all down my arms and legs a lot of
the time!
“I lost self-confidence, and at points did
not feel I could ever be fully accepted by
somebody. It was incredibly difficult to get a
job.”
Molly was recently issued with a pair of new

Smart Hearing aids, ReSound LiNX² that she
controls using her iPhone and Apple Watch
through an app. The app is called ReSound
Smart™ and is the first that allows hearing
aid wearers to control their instrument from
their new Apple Watch. Its available for free
from the App Store.

I lost self-confidence, and at
points did not feel I could ever be
fully accepted by somebody.
Previously talking on the phone proved
very difficult. Not anymore. “It was a real
‘wow’ moment when I made my first call to
my Dad, via my Apple Watch and my new
smart hearing aids,” comments Molly.
“His voice came straight into my ears.
He sounded different, so much clearer than
before, it dawned on me, I’d never heard
my Dad's real voice before. My Mum, ever
faithful support and chauffeur, sat beside me
sounded totally different. Even I sounded
different to myself.”
“With the use of the app I have access
to a system that I can alter to suit various
environments. In a room full of people who
are asking me questions after my talks, I am
able to locate where the voices are coming
from. It is the first time ever that I have been
able to locate sounds.

“Out and about
the advantage of
being able to locate
noises means I can
avoid obstacles when
walking around my
home town with my
guide dog.”
“And when out in with friends, I can use
the app to alter background noise so I can
focus on the person in front in busy pubs,
restaurants and social areas.”
Molly likes the sound quality of her new
aids, “I have a ‘favourite’ setting on the app
that I use most days. This setting has the
volume a little higher, the bass higher too and
the treble is lower. I have learnt more about
my own hearing because of this app. With
this setting the quality helps me gain more
access to what is happening around me.”
For more information of ReSound
hearing aids visit www.resound.com
For more information on Usher
Syndrome Awareness Day visit www.
usher-syndrome.org
For support and information about Usher
Syndrome in the UK visit www.mollywatt-trust.org or www.sense.org.uk/
content/usher-syndrome

It is important that all men are
aware of conditions that can affect
them. According to the Movember
Foundation, men die on average six
years earlier than women. They are
also more likely to have poor mental
health; three-quarters of suicides are
by men.
Prostate and testicular cancers have
a significant impact on men’s health.
Prostate cancer, for instance, is the
second most common cancer in men
worldwide with the number of cases of
prostate cancer expected to double to
1.7 million cases by 2030.
In the UK, 1 in 8 men will get prostate
cancer at some point in their lives.
Common symptoms include needing
to pee more often than usual, day or
night, having difficulty going for a pee
and weak flow or needing to rush to
pee.
Each year over 2,200 men are
diagnosed with testicular cancer. The
cancer affects men between the ages
of 15-45 with 47% of men diagnosed
under the age of 35. In 97% of cases
men will first feel a painless peasized lump in their testicle. In 29% of
cases men may also feel a dragging
sensation.
The good news is testicular cancer
is one of the most treatable types of
cancer. More than 96% of men with
early stage testicular cancer will be
completely cured. Men are advised to
check their testes once a month after a
bath or shower.
During Men’s Health Awareness
Month, SignHealth will be sharing
video clips on men’s health in British
Sign Language. We have been working
closely with men’s health charities
Prostate Cancer UK and Orchid to
give deaf men full access to relevant
information. Videos include how to
check for a lump, what to do if you
have symptoms and what treatment
can be given.
We have also filmed a workshop in
which deaf men speak frankly about
their own experiences.
One of the men explained why
videos on men’s health in BSL are so
important, “Deaf people don’t pick up
information from conversations, their
neighbours, TV or the radio. Reading
information can prove tough, especially
understanding medical jargon. Hearing
people can talk to each other about
things they’ve overheard. They
can go to their GP and ask for help
without having the added problem of
communication barriers. It’s easier for
them to find out about health issues.
For deaf people it’s impossible.”

www.signhealth.org
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David Baddiel presents deaf teen with national award

Fourteen-year-old James Curtis was just eight months old when he was diagnosed as deaf but after two operations and
years of verbal therapy, the West Hampstead youngster is excelling at a mainstream school

PREVENT 2B SAFE
There is much debate about the
Prevent agenda and now there is a
new statutory duty within educational
settings to have regard to preventing
young people from being drawn into
terrorism (introduced as part of the
February 2015 Counter-Terrorism
and Security Act).
For the first time, Deafax has been
approached by schools to provide
anti-radicalisation training to
their deaf pupils. We will provide
a safe, deaf-friendly environment
for discussing this controversial
topic and our aim will be to support
young deaf people in understanding
the issues, to take responsibility for
their actions and to recognise that
the use of violence to further any
cause is criminal, be it animal rights,
environmental campaigns, or in this
case, terrorism.
It has not been easy developing
our ‘Prevent 2B Safe’ training
package and it is an interim resource
which we will update as we gather
feedback during its delivery. The
core of our training is to equip deaf
pupils with the knowledge, skills and
resilience to resist violent extremism.
To go on to empower them to
challenge and to debate; and to gain
an understanding of the values we
share as a society.
We know that exploring ideas,
developing a sense of identity and
forming opinions are a normal part of
growing up, yet it is critical to remain
alert to the risks posed by the online
activity of extremist groups. We all
want deaf youngsters, indeed all
young people, to understand the
importance of staying safe online.
Extremists exploit social media to
recruit young people.
Grooming techniques are
increasingly sophisticated –
empathising with individual's sense
of isolation, rejection or antipathy
with society, encouraging them to
cut themselves off from family and
friends. We all have a part to play in
safeguarding those around us who
could be vulnerable.
If you have any comments on this
article or would like information on
the services we offer, please do get
in touch at info@deafax.org.

www.deafax.org

James’ inspirational story was recognised
by judges and comic host David Baddiel at a
national awards ceremony celebrating young
people’s
communication
development,
where he was highly commended in the
Young Person of the Year category.
James said, “Having the ability to fully
communicate with the world around me has
enabled me to achieve so much. I am now
in an amazing position to show others what
is possible and help them listen and speak
just like me, and plan to carry on advocating
the importance of auditory verbal therapy for
deaf children.”
Born with hearing loss in both ears, James
began wearing hearing aids at nine months
old. He then had cochlear implants fitted.
These do not restore full hearing but allow
James to distinguish some sounds and
understand speech.
It took three years of auditory verbal
therapy but now James has overcome all the
odds to communicate just as well as those

without a disability.
A keen skier and member of a rowing
team, James is the first young ambassador
for charity Auditory Verbal (AV) UK, which
helps deaf babies and children to hear and
speak.
He also has a video blog, where he shares
his personal experience of deafness to
inspire parents who have recently found out
that their child has hearing loss.
James said, “It would be easy for me to take
for granted that I am able to communicate
with everyone I meet, as I was very young
when I had my cochlear implants and learnt
to listen with the help of AVUK.
But it was a great deal of commitment and
work of family and teachers at AVUK that helped
me, and I was incredibly fortunate for that..”
James was among several individuals,
schools and organisations honoured at the
Shine A Light Awards ceremony last month.

Comedian David Baddiel with highly commended
Young Person of the Year. James Curtis

The event was held by education and
publishing company Pearson in partnership
with The Communication Trust, a coalition
of more than 50 not-for-profit organisations
which work to support children’s speech,
language and communication development.
Comedian David Baddiel praised all those
shortlisted for awards. He said, “Speech
and language problems too often go under
the radar, so everyone should not only be
congratulated for their work but for bringing
this important issue to the attention of others.”

Inquiry launched to highlight problems children with
multiple needs encounter accessing play opportunities
Sense, the national deafblind charity, has launched ‘The Case for Play’ inquiry into the provision of play
opportunities for children aged 0-5 with multiple needs, in England and Wales
Sense is calling for evidence from parents
of children with multiple needs, specialists
from the disability sector and practitioners.
The inquiry report will be issued in early 2016.

government and organisations that provide
play opportunities.

Play is a crucial part of every child’s
development, helping them to develop social
and communication skills. However, children
with multiple needs often face barriers to
accessing and enjoying play. Today, Sense,
who have supported and campaigned
for people with multiple impairments for
the last 60 years, would like families and
professionals to come forward to share their
experiences of the issue.

•

Former Secretary of State for Education
and Employment, David Blunkett, will chair
the inquiry, alongside Lesley Rogers, a parent
of a deafblind child with multiple needs. Julie
Jennings, from RNIB, will provide expert
guidance.
The evidence submitted to the inquiry
will form the basis of a report setting out
recommendations for national and local

The Inquiry will focus on answering the
following questions:

•
•

What is the impact of play for
children with multiple needs and
their families?
Do barriers exist to young children
with multiple needs accessing play
settings and activities?
What can be done to increase play
opportunities for young children with
multiple needs?

Former Secretary of State for Education
and Employment, David Blunkett said, “I
believe that play is an essential part of a
child’s development. It’s how we begin to
understand the world around us. I hope that
this inquiry will help lift the lid on the barriers
that are preventing children with multiple
needs from enjoying play activities, and
potentially holding back their development.”
Sense Deputy Chief Executive, Richard

Kramer said, “We know from our experience
working with deafblind children and families
that play settings and activities are not always
accessible to children with multiple needs. As
an example, parents and professionals often
need more support to understand how to
engage disabled children in play successfully.
“The inquiry will show the extent
of the problem and help us to outline
recommendations to improve the situation.
We hope that parents and specialists take
the opportunity to share their views and
experiences.”

How to submit evidence:
There are several ways parents and
professionals can submit evidence the
inquiry. These include taking part in
online surveys, attending focus groups
and responding in writing.
To find out how to get involved visit
www.sense.org.uk/content/play.
The deadline for the submission of
evidence is 27 November 2015.

King’s Lynn mother launches petition to improve support for kids
Katie Raworth has launched a petition in a bid to improve the availability of communication support for all deaf
children attending pre-school

Katie’s three-year-old son Zavier Hunt is
profoundly deaf and attends North Wootton
Pre-School for 24 hours every week but is
only entitled to a communication support
worker for 15 of those hours, (Norfolk Council
will also offer sign language training to staff.)

Almost 200 people pledged their support
for the petition within 12 hours of its launch.
Norfolk County Council says it offers
the appropriate communication support
according to national guidelines. When

Zavier starts school, this will be increased
further.
Michael Bateman, head of the education
inclusion service, said, “The number of hours
of support is set to increase to 27.5 hours a
week when he starts school next September.”
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Wordsearch
So I've blogged about it before, but
I am a bit of a fan of the subtitled
workouts you can download from
iTunes. I have a couple now – a Pilates
one where the woman says 'Good job'
so many times, I actually want to throw
her and my laptop out the window, a
dance one that I am completely and
utterly useless at, and a HIT one, which
I think is brilliant.
The thing I love most about a HIT (high
intensity) workout is that you have to
work hard, but the end is in sight at all
times. So recently, before settling down
to work from home, I've been doing one
of the four workouts that are included in
the download.
But there is just one thing that
frustrates me, and it's not my hearing
– for once – it's my eyesight. As my Pa
once said, when everyone else was
queuing up for the good hearing and
vision qualities, I was making a beeline
for the 'good taste in handbags' one
and missed the senses boat. So not
only am I deaf, but I am also incredibly
short sighted – as in 'glasses slipping
down the nose from the weight of the
lenses' short sighted.

Maze

Without my glasses or hearing aids,
I am literally helpless – as I once
discovered while camping in the middle
of a French forest when I went to the
toilet (in the great outdoors) but forgot
to put my glasses on, turned my head
torch off for privacy and ended up
unable to work out where the hell the
campsite was anymore. I had to stand
there and shout until someone came to
my rescue and guided me back.

Sudoku
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I KNOW!
Anyway, so because I do the HIT
workouts before my morning shower,
it means that I don't yet have my
contact lenses in and this means doing
a workout in my glasses, which when
you're doing press ups and burpees
and trying to read the subtitles from
all manner of angles, is not very
productive. I kept missing what the
instructor was saying, my glasses kept
falling off and it really wasn't working.
But then I remembered I recently
invested in some prescription
swimming goggles – quite a life
changing addition to my swimming
technique as I no longer do granny
breaststroke with my glasses on – so
I quickly got them out of my gym bag
and popped them on. And do you know
what? They kind of worked.
OK, so I was sweating so much my
eyeballs felt like I'd popped them in a
sauna, and my hair got a little matted,
but I could read the subtitles mid press
up, burpee and whatever else she was
yelling at me to do.
But a quick glance at my reflection
confirmed that I looked like a complete
nutcase, working out in prescription
swimming goggles... so if there's some
magical solution I haven't heard of,
please do let me know.

www.deafinitelygirly.com
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Amateur sailors defy the odds to race round the world

Deaf from birth and normally reliant on lip reading and hearing aids, 27-year-old Gavin Reid has come up with an
ingenious solution to allow him to understand what his fellow crew members are saying while they battle against the
elements at night during the Clipper Round the World race
Sailing 40,000 miles around the world in
the face of gale force winds, mountainous
oceans and 90ft waves has to be one of the
toughest of challenges at the best of times.
Imagine then if you are deaf and cannot
hear your skipper and crew-mates’
instructions over the roar of the sea crashing
against your yacht and in the dark of the
ocean night.
That is what will face Gavin Reid, as he sets
sail on Sunday from London’s St Katharine
Docks at the start of the Clipper Round the
World race.
Deaf from birth and normally reliant on lip
reading and hearing aids, the 27-year-old
has come up with an ingenious solution to
allow him to understand what his fellow crew
members are saying while they battle against
the elements at night:
Lipstick. Or to be more precise, fluorescent
lipstick.
“I was sitting in the pub with one of my
mates and he suddenly had this bright idea,”
said Mr Reid. “Glow in the dark lipstick.”
During the night stretches of their round
the world adventure – which will see the crew

of Mr Reid’s Mission Performance yacht join
11 other amateur teams circumnavigating
the globe over the next 11 months – the crew
will wear the fluorescent lipstick made out of
neon face paint.

“Being deaf is an obvious challenge in
most circumstances. And even though I
was born deaf and have lived with it all my
life, on the boat I’ll be in unfamiliar, difficult
surroundings,” said Mr Reid.
“But I’m excited. I hope my experience at
sea over the next few months will show that
no matter what sort of disability you have,
this sort of challenge is attainable.
Like most of the 690 crew members taking
part in the Clipper Round the World race, Mr
Reid, a supply chain coordinator, had barely

Gavin Reid, at the start of the epic voyage

any experience of sailing before his father, a
retired British Army Colonel, signed him up
to take part.
“I’ve always been keen to do a big
challenge,” he said. “To get away and do
something huge like this.”

Michael Anderson swam, cycled and ran
his way to success on Sunday, September
20 as he completed the Eyemouth Sprint
Triathlon. The event consisted of a 750m
swim, 19.14km cycle and 4.66km run.
The Falkirk resident has Usher Syndrom
type two and was born with moderate
hearing loss. During his teen years he began
to lose his sight before being registered as
blind in 1974. By 1979 the father of three was
suffering from profound sight loss.

Among them are teachers, airline pilots,
lawyers, engineers, vets and even a couple
of ballerinas, paying as much as £45,000
each to take part in the entire round the world
circuit, with less for shorter legs of the race.

Michael worked in agriculture until he took
early retirement in 1977, however his sight
loss has not stopped him from enjoying life.
In 1977 he joined Deafblind Scotland who
helped him with his disability. In 2001 Michael
sat on the board of directors and is now
currently vice-chair for Deafblind Scotland.
Deafblind Scotland has bought land, and
plans to build a Learning and Development
Centre to enable those in need to realise
their potential in society.

snowboarding instructor

as well as the one just completed.
Michael said, “Sport is for all. Believing is
not just seeing.” He completed his triathlon in
an incredible 2 hours 21 minutes 35 seconds.
This is not his first success, in 2006 he
rowed 34 miles of the Union canal and in July
2011 Michael became the first blind and deaf
man to climb Ben Nevis, 18 months after
breaking his thigh bone.

However with the cost at £1.5m, Michael
decided to do his part and aims to raise
£10,000 for the cause.

Michael trains incredibly hard, he hits the
gym at least twice a week, and goes running,
swimming and cycling with his guide Doug
MacDonald or daughter.

He is doing a 215 mile walk later this year,
a 50 mile cycle and possibly another triathlon,

To contribute to Michael’s cause visit
www.justgiving.com/michaelsway.

The teenager from Dore also plays
for Sheffield Transport Cricket Club and
Chesterfield and Sheffield Ladies’ team after
taking up the sport around three years ago.
Her dad James said he hopes her
achievements will provide inspiration to other
local children with disabilities and show they
can compete on an even-playing field with
their peers.

Despite the challanges presented by her
deafness Lily is achieving success on the pitch

She was first diagnosed with hearing
loss when she was 18 months old, with her
hearing deteriorating between four and six.

A 26-year-old sports fanatic says he
is ‘amazed’ at his achievement in
becoming the UK’s first-ever deaf
snowboard instructor

In 2007, Lily was given a Cochlear implant,
which is an electronic medical device that
provides sound signals to the brain.

Mike Easton is profoundly deaf and has
always dreamed of being an instructor, ever
since he started boarding at the age of 14.

James said that despite the challenges of
her condition, the High Storrs School pupil
has not been held back in her life and has
achieved particular success on the cricket
field.

He said, “It’s amazing to hear that I am
actually the first deaf snowboard instructor
because I know a lot of deaf snowboarders.
Michael Anderson with his daughter and guide
Fiona Anderson

A profoundly deaf Sheffield teenager
is bowling over sports coaches and
her proud family with her ability on
the cricket pitch

All the amateur crew members have
spent the last three months training for the
task ahead, in order to master the art of
navigation, sail hauling and sheer survival on
the high seas.

Deafblind man, 74, completes triathlon for charity Celebrating UK’s first deaf
A grandad of four has completed the first event in his charity challenge

Aspiring teenage cricketer
bowls over coaches with
cricket skills

Lily Rooney, 14, recently took five wickets
as she competed for South Yorkshire Girls
Under-15 team against their East Yorkshire
rivals.

A UV torch fitted to Mr Reid’s headgear will
allow him to pick out and lip read what they
are saying as the crew shout instructions to
each other in the dark.
Although he will also wear wearing his
hearing aid, the noise and muffling effect of
his foul weather hood will render it almost
useless, leaving him reliant on being able to
read the movement of the team’s lips.

Winter 2015

“However, when I was part of Team GB
in the European Open Deaf Snowboarding
Championships in 2010 in Italy and 2012 in
Finland, none of them were British-trained
snowboarding instructors.”
Mike has already proved his training skills
with his personal training business, Back to
the Fitness, which has run for almost five
years, as well as the work he has done for
Melbourn Sports Centre training adults one
to one, aerobic and boot camp classes, and
children’s football and basketball coaching.
Mike passed the British Association of
Snowsport Instructors course with the
support of Thriplow-based British Sign
Language interpreting and communication
service Clarion. He is able to instruct orally
as well as being able to sign, so will teach
both people who can hear and deaf students.

He said, “With her being profoundly deaf,
she does rely on a lot of visual aids - lipreading, watching people’s body-language
and watching how people react.
“As she has grown up with hearing
impairment, she has become very good at
that. If you met here, you would probably not
even guess other than the hearing aid.
“Lily’s story can give hope and inspiration
to other children with disabilities and
handicaps and that they can overcome these
and compete alongside all the other kids.”
Sheffield Transport coach John Slack said
Lily has captained the team on occasion.
“She is very focused and comes prepared
with batting orders and how to bowl and
makes up for things by doing the preparation
beforehand.
“Her understanding of the game is really
good.”
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